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NOTE: THIS IS A WORKBOOK ONLY AND NOT A TEXTBOOK.Repetition is the key to mastering

medical vocabulary, and this workbook provides even more practice to help readers master them.

Building upon the learning exercises in the text, 75 questions per chapter emphasize the use of

word parts in learning key terminology, while chapter exercises offer a variety of formats requiring

written answers.
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About This Edition From the Publisher New Features  New section. A new section on

complementary and alternative therapies reflects the changing role of holistic health care in our

society.  Real-life records. Inspired by instructor feedback, new SOAP notes have been added to

each chapter, along with a list of appropriate questions for instructor use.   Convenient references.

In addition to the Word Parts and Abbreviations appendices, the Glossary of Pathology and

Procedures has been reinstated to the 7th Edition, while a new online Spanish-English glossary

supports the text's multicultural perspectives.  Realistic new artwork. More than 200 new pieces of

print art and illustrations reflect the latest terms and procedures, including new multi-cultural and

multi-generational photos, for an accurate portrayal of today's medical world.  Compatible software.

The accompanying StudyWareâ„¢ CD-Rom, complete with professionally recorded vocabulary lists

and definitions, is now both PC and Mac compatible and available online--making access to this

indispensible tool easy and hassle-free.  Updated terms. Extensively revised to bring all terms,



definitions, procedures, illustrations, and data current, while a new section on alternative therapies

helps readers understand the changing role of holistic healthcare in society.  Additional Features: 

The comprehensive Medical Terminology review includes study tips, practice exercises, and a

simulated final test to help learners prepare for the final examination.  Additional tools included to

support instructors teaching a simplified syllabus.  Removable flash cards test memory and increase

knowledge.  Additional Resources:  Download the table of contents, preface, and other information

[PDF]. Download Chapter 1, "Introduction to Medical Terminology" [PDF].  Download sample

exercises from Chapter 2, "The Human Body in Health and Disease" [PDF].    --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

"During my 15+ years of teaching, I have always encouraged my students toincorporate flash cards

with their learning process. Many students have their handsfull juggling school, work and home life.

The fact that these flash cards are alreadymade is a big time saver for many students."Mary

Nichols, Heald College"I think it's the best book on the market." "I use the CD-ROM for extra credit. I

highly recommend its use. Students that use it usually score higher on exams. I find that students

use in during downtimes and play the games and practice using exams. These are very

useful!"David Stump-Fought, Heald College --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.

At first I had ordered the wrong book. Double check yourself before pressing that "order" button.I

meant to get the course book, not the "work book" but in the end it all turned out well. This book is

excellent for giving you more practice with medical terms. The main book also has review questions

so it's up to you if you want this one. I was going to return it but seeing the good in getting the wrong

book and how helpful it actually is, I decided to keep it. :)Hope this helped!

I recently rented this as a text ebook. Spelling is an important part for this course as changing a

letter here and there can mean a whole different word. The very FIRST vocabulary word in the first

chapter was misspelled. Later on in the first chapter, another vocabulary word was misspelled. I

checked with someone who has the print edition of the book, and those words were not misspelled

in the print edition. Either  is doing no quality control on their ebook conversion or there are errors in

the Kindle app that are rendering the wrong letters. I am still in the beginning of this course and

haven't ventured past the first chapter, but based on my experience so far, this won't be the last

error I see.This is from the Kindle for Mac app and the Kindle for Android app.



Had to buy this for class. I really found it useful. If you get this book, make sure it has the disc with

it. It is the best, most useful tool I have had in any class. It has crossword puzzles, word searches,

practice quizzes and memory games. I barely had to study after going through a chapter, using the

disc and answering the questions at the end of each chapter. I will be keeping this for reference

material.

book spine was all shredded, looked tacky and hard to turn pages.

I should not be rating this book since I did not read it. I was searching for Medical Terminology in

Spanish.

This is a great textbook, however the book I got, had tons of pages missing and it had written notes

all over. I didn't really care since I took the class during the summer and it was a short time, I

regretted this when I had to study for my final and around 3 am, I realize some very important pages

were missing too! The CD that comes with it, it's useless, never got it to work. I had to buy an

e-book last minute to be able to study. I was also charged an extended rental fee when I returned

the book by the post date.... Don't rent your textbook here.

It is a great resource and helpful with my class.

This book is supposed to come with a workbook attached. I ordered a replacement and it also did

not come with a workbook!! This workbook is my homework assignments for the class. Due to this

issue I am not behind on my homework and out of $130!!
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